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In the history of Chinese translation, a debate between Lu Xun and Liang Shiqiu on translation took place in China during 1920–1930s. Lu Xun and Liang Shiqiu held different ideas on the translation principles and methods. This led to their different language features in translation. Lu Xun preferred literal translation and transliteration while Liang Shiqiu thought mere literal translation and transliteration might cause misunderstandings and make the translation hard even impossible to understand. Since Lu Xun once studied medicine in Japan, and most of his translation of European works is from the translated versions of Japanese, and the language is greatly influenced by Japanese. Liang Shiqiu preferred a combination of literal translation and liberal translation, since he is good at English, thus his language of translation is more easily to be understand and more appreciated. The paper aims to have a research on their language features showed by their translation ideas and works, in order that more attention can be paid to the study of Chinese translation history.
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Introduction

During the May 4th Movement in 1919–1920s, a debate on translation between Lu Xun and Liang Shiqiu, two translation masters in China, broke out fiercely, which attracted many scholar’s attention at that time. Until today the debate remains a hot topic whenever we refer to translation in China. And it is mainly about what principles the translators should insist and what skills they should adopt when they are doing the translation, namely, which translation is better (YANG, 1931). Based on different translation ideas, Lu and Liang put forward different suggestions on how to translate, and applied different methods to the translation practice. They both translated a lot of great works by some foreign thinkers and writers, and did much contribution to the introduction to modern science and concept of modern democracy about which few Chinese knew anything at that time (SONG, 2005). Differences of their translation ideas and methods lead to different language features when they try to convey thoughts and ideals of some important philosophical or literary works by some western thinkers and writers in a way of translation. Considering this, the paper will try to give a comparatively detailed description about Lu Xun’s and Liang Shiqiu’s language features of translation respectively, and make a contrastive study on the causes that have led to the situation.
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Lu Xun’s Translation and Its Language Features

Lu Xun once studied in Japan for several years, which makes him know Japanese better than any other foreign language. Many Russian literary and political books he translated are not from Russian to Chinese directly but from Japanese version to Chinese. In translating Lunacharsky’s works, he examined several Japanese versions and said in one of the prefaces:

(The original version is condensed and based on sociology of biology. It concerns biology, physiology, psychology, chemistry and philosophy etc., about which the translators knows little. Every time I translate, the work has to be stopped. When I had difficulties in understanding, I always turned to Mansfield Tadashi’s version of Japanese translation… It took me much time to have such a book of translated version which is a little bit hard to understand, and inevitably there are some mistakes.)

From the above words it can be seen that Lu Xun’s translation is a hard job and most of his translation work is based on the Japanese version but not the original version. Of course, this is decided by his Japanese study experience and his ability of Japanese language. Lu Xun’s mastery of Japanese language made his works have very obvious characters of Japanese language either on the book he wrote or the one he translated (LI, 1997). Generally speaking, there are two language features in his work of translation. The first one is that he frequently used the Chinese words in his works. This was quite popular among the students who were studying in Japan. In The Story of Studying Abroad, which is written by an early Chinese student who was studying in Japan, the author directly applied some Chinese words in Japanese. For instance "葦 (driver)", "とう (madam)” and “し (food)”, etc. In fact, many Chinese characters and phrases are widely used in Lu Xun’s works in Japanese especially when he was in Japan. The second one is that in Lu Xun’s works especially his translation works from Japanese language, the Chinese character “の” which has a structural sense in grammar is applied in a very high frequency. This “の” is translated from the Japanese structural word “の”, which is used to express coordination, compounding, and modification. Lu Xun habitually used the “の” in his translation works, which is Chinese vocabulary meaning “introduce”. In his translation work Destruction by a Russian Writer he used such a sentence:

In the sentence, the “の” is applied altogether eight times in spite of a total number of 39 Chinese characters in the sentence. This kind of translation is naturally connected with the language style of Japanese. Meanwhile “の” is put at the end of the whole sentence, which goes also in accordance with the characteristics of Japanese language. Chinese language is different in structure with Japanese language. In a verb-object sentence, the order of the words in Chinese is just the opposite of Japanese. Japanese language puts the object ahead of the verb and Chinese language the object behind the verb. In order to make some change on the rules of Chinese expression, the preposition “の” must be added to the nouns which are used as object. This kind of linguistic phenomenon is frequent found in the Lu Xun’s translation from Japanese to Chinese. About such translation Lu Xun once said:
What Lu Xun tries to do is that he knows that too much use of "的" will make the whole translation boring and dull, and he expects the use of “” instead of “” can eliminate the bad feeling of the readers. Today when we look at Lu Xun’s translation, we will find his efforts just made little change of the situation, because we are now using “” and “” instead of “” and “”. Generally speaking, the language features in Lu Xun’s translation are mainly caused by the Japanese language itself which has independent grammar. And when he translated some Russian works from the Japanese version, in order to be faithful to the original meaning of the work and not make any damage of the writer’s idea for a second translation, he chose a method of word-to-word translation which is well known as “”, Lu Xun’s special way of translation.

**Liang Shiqiu’s Translation and Its Language Features**

In the time of the Republic of China, due to the disorder of the domestic situation, many young students went to Britain, America and Japan to study, and Liang Shiqiu was one of them. At that time the European-American industrial culture was stronger than that of China. Thus many young students abroad tried to introduce some western culture to China in a way of translation. The works they translated include literature, philosophy, chemistry, physics, and some other subjects of science. For Liang Shiqiu, because he knew English well, so his translation from English to Chinese has a natural advantage of language. They did not need to worry about the problems from a second translation and have a feeling of innate superiority. Later a debate in translation broke out between Lu Xun and Liang Shiqiu, especially about what should be the right way of translation and which translation is good translation. In fact, it is not the debate between Lu Xun and Liang Shiqiu but a debate between scholars with a Japanese studying background and European-American studying background. In 1930s, Liang Shiqiu once criticized the translation of European-style ( ), especially Lu Xun’s translation of European works from Japanese. He said:

There is a Baihua style, in which there are a lot of long sentences and “”. You can’t know what they mean. Some said they are European style. As I see it, it has something to do with the translation, especially with the way of word-to-word translation. Translators so wise as Lu Xun, is a master of word-to-word Translation.)

From the above it can be seen that Liang Shiqiu opposed this way of word-to-word translation, which is widely applied by Lu Xun in his translation. At the same time, Liang Shiqiu did not agree with a second translation of European works from another language especially from Japanese (ZHAO, 1931). In 1928, Liang in his article clearly put forward his disapproval of translating some European works from other languages. He
compared this kind of translation to the liquor and said that if your translation is from a translated version of another language, the idea of the translation will be farther and farther from the original idea. And it just like that you put more and more water into the liquor and the taste will be changed little by little. Liang Shiqiu translated Shakespeare into Chinese in almost 40 years and did great contribution to the history of Chinese translation. He insisted that translation should be as faithful as possible. He said:

(When the original text is poems without rhyme, I translated it into prose. Because there is no such poems in Chinese. Shakespeare uses such poems so freely, and it is equal to prose in fact. Compared with prose, the rhythm is a little bit better. In the stage, the actors don’t intone but speak. So poems without rhyme are just like prose. Such translation is trying to convey the idea of the original work. As for the beauty of the tone, owing to my ability, can’t be expressed fully.)

It is clear that Liang also thinks that faithfulness is the first principle that a translator should insist on. In treating with the language the two translators, Lu Xun and Liang Shiqiu have similar opinion, but are different in some cases.

**Conclusion**

In a word, Lu Xun and Liang Shiqiu are both masters of translation, but they insist on different translation principles. Lu Xun approves word-to-word translation and Liang Shiqiu thinks a combination of literal translation and liberal translation is better. Lun Xun supports the translation from the translation of another language in order to introduce more foreign culture to China, while Liang Shiqiu is strongly against it. Due to these differences, the language they use shows different features. The language applied by Lu Xun is a little harder to understand since he insists the complete European style, while Liang Shiqiu’s language is more vivid and easier to be accepted by Chinese readers. Their debate deserves more research in the field of Chinese translation.
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